
Flex e.bot
Collaborative robot for weld surfacing jobs 
→ Rails, frogs, wing rails, etc.

Features

Advantages !

Welding Alloys Group has an innovative new addition to its product 
portfolio, our first collaborative robot for weld surfacing : 
the Flex e.bot.

Our latest solution provides a consistent, high-quality weld overlay 
and is a safer option for your welders. With the Flex e.bot, welders 
can simply set the controls and are free to carry out other jobs, 
truly maximizing total productivity. 

Combined with our flux cored wires, the Flex e.bot offers the 
ultimate solution to protect your rails, with minimal effort!

Easy-to-use 6-axis collaborative industrial robotic arm

Easy and intuitive programming

FCAW-S welding process (self shielded flux cored wire)

Latest generation power source 

Removable welding gun permitting manual application when 
needed

Easy set-up of the cobot

Extremely fast deployment → The cobot is light, compact 
and easy to set up in multiple areas. 

3D intuitive interface → It only takes a few minutes to     
program. 

Traceability, quality & repeatability → Save all of your   
welding procedures.

Torch movement simulates the dexterity of an experienced 
welder → drastically reducing dilution and allowing for   
complex weld overlays.

Versatile solution (semiautomatic or cobotic)

Protect your welders from fumes and uncomfortable         
positions. 
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1 Collaborative robot (cobot UR5e): stops 
automatically thanks to the force torque sensors.
Avoids impact and potential collisions with workers.
Its 6 axes allow for incredible flexibility in the 
welding movements.

Reach 850mm Weight 21kg

2 Welding power source (GYS
Neopulse 320 C) inverter type: 
communicates directly with the cobot.
All instructions are given through the 
touchscreen interface.

280A @100% Weight 36kg

5 Torch mount: precise positioning of the
welding torch. It can also be easily detached 
from the Flex e.bot in order to perform manual 
welding operations as needed.

Manual and/or robotic

6 Warning light : will alert any surrounding 
workers when the robot is moving by itself.

Collective protection
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3 Cored wires such as HARDFACE and/or
ROBODUR: perfect option to achieve the 
highest quality weld deposit.

4 Touchscreen pendant: easy programming of 
hardfacing - just a couple of taps needed!
Pendant armor and screen protector suitable for 
industrial working environments

Ease of use Additive 
manufacturing

multi layers

7 Protective cover : fully protects the cobot from 
potential sparks and welding spatter.

8 Mechanical clamp for positioning the Flex e.bot: 
effortless to put in place, from one work area to 
another.

OPTION: magnetic base, for positioning the 
Flex e.bot on a lorry - transforming it into a 
welding platform. 

NB: Either way, the cobot is entirely electrically 
insulated.

Easy to deploy and redeploy


